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About: Sean Bowes
Marathon and Half Marathon coach

!
Sean Bowes creating online personalised marathon training programs alongside web
marketing guru Adam Franklin from home deck in Bondi Beach, Australia.

Hi, I’m Sean Bowes, a 2:26 marathon runner, 1:09 half marathoner and certified track and
field coach. I love the marathon and half marathon events and hope to help as many
people reach (or surpass) their goals in these events as I can. In this e-book I’m sharing
advice about critical parts of marathon and half marathon preparation which I hope will
assist your future training and racing.
I’ve added as much detail as possible to make these tips easy to understand but if you have
further questions I’m available for further discussion via email or Skype. Remember
information below is general in nature and every runner has different needs and desires
from their training and racing program. That said, these tips will provide sound guidelines
for your race preparation or could remind you of areas you’re currently overlooking in
your program.
If you like this e-book or think it could be improved in anyway, please email me with your
feedback at info@bowesfitness.com
Thanks in advance for reading and all the best with your training,
Sean.

1. Get technical
Proper running technique can boost your
speed and reduce injuries without any extra
miles or workouts. Run efficiently not hard.
a. Stride count (180/min)
The rule of thumb in running is a stride count of 180 strides per minute. Running with a
high stride count will improve your running form by - making your movements more
efficient, avoiding over-stride and subsequent imbalances - therefore preventing injuries.
So how do we measure our strides?
There’s two ways…

i. Manually
Count them as you run. It might take a few goes but this method is accurate. Hold your
watch in your hand so it’s easy to read. Run until you find your normal running gait
(form). Choose a starting foot and count the strides on that foot only for a period of 30
seconds. Once you've got the number (of for example right foot strikes), double it (two
legs) and double it again (30 seconds into a minute). Your initial count should be around
45 strikes on one foot for the 30 seconds. (45 x 2) x 2 = 180.

ii. Use technology
Find a friend to record you running using an iPhone or iPad, like I’ve done below.
Integrate the footage with an app like CoachMyVideo which has a clock in the display
(circled below) and a slow motion feature so you can count your strides in comparison
with the congruent stop watch.

!
Using slow motion in the CoachMyVideo app we can count the strides with the stop watch
circled at the top of screen.

Whether you do it manually or use technology, the ultimate goal is 180 strides per minute.
But don’t stress to much if you’re not ‘up to speed,’ executing following points will assist
you in this area.

b. Knee lift
Often I tell runners, “Don’t run in a skirt”. To run effectively you need proper knee lift so
that your legs can begin the cyclic motion of correct running form. You need to run free.
Many runners drag their legs along, in a motion that looks as if they’re wearing a tightfitting skirt they can’t break out of. Bill Bowerman (University of Oregon) instructed
runners to tuck their hips under (and forward) of their body to allow for proper knee lift.

!

!
Notice a tighter angle made by Wu (left) compared to Tom (right). Wu is lifting his knees higher
and thus beginning a correct cyclic running stride. Tom is weighted at the back of his stride
and dragging forward from the hips (running in a skirt). This kills your hips and is significantly
slower.

c. The Dig
For me, this part is crucial. If you’re getting this right, then the rest of your gait should fall
into place. ‘The dig’ is the part of the stride where your foot travels back (opposite of
direction of travel) from it’s most forward point to where it lands on the ground
underneath you. Get that again. Your foot’s most forward point - back to where it lands
on the ground. That’s right, your foot has to travel back towards your body to land
successfully under your centre of gravity. Not in front of it, known as over-striding.

!
Here Tom is over striding on his left foot, big time. Check the large angle his foot strikes the
ground at and how he lands in front if his body right on his heel.

Failure to dig back will result in an over-stride which is extremely problematic. One, it
forces massive load through the landing leg which in time will lead to severe injury, most
commonly ITB friction syndrome. Two, it slows you down by using force against your
direction of travel. Three, it causes the landing leg to bend to absorb the weight on the
strike which leads to fatigue in the landing leg.
Over-stride usually only occurs in one leg and will be compensated by a high trail on the
opposite leg. Think about it? The body needs to be balanced. So a long stride on the front
left, must be compensated by a long trail at the back right. Right? So if you can use the dig
correctly to limit this over-stride and your foot strikes right beneath you then your body’s
desire for balance will ultimately correct itself.

!

I find the dig to be a matter of concentration. And of not getting lazy. I tell runners with
bad over-stride to pretend you want your foot landing behind your hips (which is
impossible impossible) but this aim will have to landing bang-on the money.

!
The runner in red works his ‘dig’ back from the front of his stride in a scooping motion so that
his foot lands directly underneath his body.

Correct digging on the front of your stride will help you in the following ways.

1. It will speed up your stride rate (mentioned above).
2. It will even out any over-stride and resultant high trail compensation.
3. It will lead to the perfect strike (see next point).

d. The strike
Previously I stated how the elements of the stride are interrelated and by the laws of
balance and gravity if you get one element right the others must fall into place. The same
goes here. An incorrect over-stride leads to lack of dig and an incorrect strike. Conversely,
if you lift your knees, scoop the dig back towards your body, then your foot has to strike in
the right place.

!
Tom’s over stride and lack of dig means he’s striking on his heel and well out in front of his
body. This slows him down each stride and causes injury.

A foot striking correctly should land on the mid-foot directly under your hips. Like your
foot is an iron pressing an iron down on the collar of a shirt. This should happen naturally
when previous elements are executed correctly. People who over-stride will land on their
heel, this is a problem. Conversely, landing on your forefoot (running on your toes) for
instance, is less dangerous but my question is whether it’s sustainable over long distances.
There’s some cases of successful Kenyan marathoners who strike slightly towards the front
of their foot - like a middle distance runner - and seem to be fine. It’s rare but if you find
this comfortable then stay with it, I haven’t seen any evidence to suggest that it’s
problematic.

e. Trail leg

A good way to think about your trail leg is that it continues the cyclic nature of the stride.
You don’t want a high flick behind your body nor should it be too low. Again, this should
all work out if the first four elements of your stride are correct. The need for need for
balance both laterally and sagittally dictate that too much length (and time) on the front of
the stride must be compensated with too much length (and time) on the opposite trail.

!
Tom’s huge acute angle here on the back right is compensation for his over-stride (seen
previously) on his front left.

!
The runner in red has a more conservative angle on his trail because his stride is more even.

The main technical point for a correct trail is to aim for the ball of the trail foot to pass
through the mid-shin of the striking foot. The trail is resultant of movement prior, so if
you’re flicking too high on one or both trail legs you should reassess the points listed
above.

!
The runner in red’s trail foot passes through the middle of his grounded shin, Tom’s does not.
Tom passes through high on this side and low on the other.

If you’ve read the above points, it’s clear that correct running is governed by maintaining
balance. One kink in the chain means that everything will be out-of-whack down the line.
Positively though, when you correct one element, the laws of balance dictate that
everything else must fall into place. Runner’s most common problem is over-stride on one
leg and it’s associated misalignments throughout the body. Good news is: this is easily
fixed. I advise any runner to let someone record them running on their iPhone or iPad and
view the footage through an app like CoachMyVideo, checking for technical flaws. If you
can’t see them yourself, send me the footage and I can assess your form for you.

2. Long Runs

Long runs are the most important element
of marathon and half marathon training.
They provide ‘running strength’ to last the
distance in your race.
Hands up who’s learnt the hard way that long runs are very, very important? My hand is
up!
I a guy once, “as long as I’ve been around the length of a marathon has not changed and I
couldn’t see it happening anytime soon so just accept that you’ve got to run the distance”.

Too bad if you don’t like it, you have to do it. And the best way to handle the distance of a
marathon or half marathon is training for it by running long once a week.
In western culture, I find people’s value on time can conflict with their intentions to invest
the time required to train for endurance events. Obviously it depends on where your
priorities lie but I can tell you that when the race time comes you’ll want to be well
prepared to enjoy the experience. You get out what you put in.
Obviously, the long running requirement for the half marathon is less than the marathon
but it’s equally important. For the half marathon, I’d hope that your long runs get up
above the race distance to around 25-26kms on at least three occasions - in weekly
succession - about 6 - 2 weeks before the race. This is relatively manageable, just wake up
earlier one day a week.
Long running for the marathon is trickier. Depending on your speed and the cost of a
really long run to your body. Some people love it but I’ve found some larger-framed
runners can’t handle a lot of long-running. I treat these people like veteran footballers, the
kind who you just get ready for the game each week and don’t sweat the consistent
training. In this case, backing up the long runs weekly is less important because if they’re
going to break down with injury it’s not the right preparation. Everyone ain’t built for
(sustained) marathon training but they can still be prepared for their race. It’s horses for
courses and you’ve got to be realistic. For marathon, you should aim to get your long runs
up to around 34-36kms and do at least three of these about 8 - 3 weeks before the race.
Depending on your level of experience and aptitude the regularity of your long runs will
vary. In an ideal world, you’d be cracking them off weekly but like I said, if you’re time
poor or a bigger athlete then find your sweet spot and go with it. Even fortnightly long
runs are ok, just so long as it’s consistent and your body is accustomed to getting into that
range regularly. Remember that while your long run distance is less kms (mid 30s) than a
race (42km), remember at training pace you should be running for a similar amount of
time as the race.
For example: I’m around a 2:30 marathon runner, and during my preparation I long
run for around 2:30, which is generally 33-34kms. I’ve run my PB training this way. In
recent years, I’ve trialed a 3:00 long run 5 weeks before the race, which ends up being
about 42kms. I think long running the race distance (or over) is a good thing, if you can
handle it. Rob De Castella advocated a weekly 22 mile (35km) long run, and an extra
long run five weeks before the race of 30 miles (48km). I haven’t tried the 30 mile yet but
the rationale is solid and the five week gap leaves time to recover before the race.
For either race, marathon or half marathon the long run is essential. You can’t fool your
body with high intensity training over a short periods of time, like most people hope they
can. As I said, the penchant of time-poor western marathon ‘box-tickers’ who think it’s
possible to train shorter but harder are kidding themselves. A runner I coached a while
back had trained this way and said after his half marathon, “I got past 10km and my legs

said, what the hell is going on?” In training, I hadn’t stressed the importance of the long
run enough and it was omitted from the preparation. Lesson learned.
Table 2.0
This is the right way to set out your long running leading up to a race. This example uses
marathon distance.
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Notice the ‘extra long run’ is five weeks before the race. Also a three week taper period.

3. Tempo runs
These sessions get you race fit to run hard
for a long period of time. Race fitness!
Like long running, this is a case of accepting that racing over the distance of a marathon or
half marathon means that you have to run hard for a long time. No half-time. No time
outs. No breaks. So it’s the best way to train (whether you like it or not). Most people don’t
do it because the training is really, bloody hard. I’ve coached some really hard men who
struggled to adapt to this sustained high-intensity running - but I asked them - when do
you want to look stupid? Now or later?

Again, it’s common for people to belt out high intensity intervals until the cows come
home because (I believe) it’s easier to compartmentalise the hardship in short-term
bursts. However, we don’t race marathon or half marathon this way. Running legend Ron
Clarke argues that today’s running training lacks the appropriate amount of tempo
running compared to his era during the 1960s. We need to heed his advice.
Ideally, you should tempo run once a week but if you train alone I think it’s realistic to do
a tempo every fortnight and compliment the other weeks with long intervals (2-5km
efforts on short rest).
Table 3.0
Distance range your tempo runs depending on your race distance.
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Clearly your tempo range will be less if you’re racing the half marathon. Though I find a good
one-size-fits-all distance at 12km.

Tempo speed should be around your half marathon racing pace or a pace you could hold
for an hour. For example, my half marathon pace is 3:20/km so that’s my tempo pace.
Getting quality tempos at 3:20 sets me up to race a marathon around 3:30. That gap
(between tempo and marathon race pace) will lengthen as your race time increases. A
runner I trained for a 3:00 marathon (4:15/km pace) runs his tempos around 3:55-4:00/
km pace. You can play around with this to find your ultimate pace. Remember a tempo
shouldn't leave you totally flogged at the end of the session but needs to be hard with a
focus on consistent rhythm and even pace.

4. Train with a mate or group

Training in a group or at least with one
other person is very beneficial. Even if your
posse meets just once a week, the value of
accountability and competition in training
is invaluable.

!
If you've read points 2 and 3 you should be starting to realise that preparing for a
marathon or half marathon is a big ask. A great way to manage the physical and mental
challenge is to share the training workload with one or many training partners. Finding
someone to run with you (or even against you for competitive training) will make your
running life much easier and more enjoyable.
On long runs, (this is a hard sell by the way) having someone to ‘chew the fat’ (talk with)
while you run is much better and more motivating than going it alone. Now there’s two
lessons in this, your long running should be ‘conversational’, i.e. comfortable enough to
talk while you run. Even if no-one wants to run 30-something kms with you of a weekend,
perhaps they’ll do the first or last ten kms with you so organise to meet on-the-run.

!
Look how much fun we’re having doing our long run in a group. It’s a laugh-a-minute.

On tempo runs, sharing the pace is critical. One of my favourite times in running was
when I had a similar paced training partner and we’d run our tempos on a 1km grass
circuit. We’d alternate the lead for a km at a time. This worked famously because following
is easier than leading, so you can mentally chunk your tempo run into half. A 12km tempo
breaks into only 6 hard 1km efforts with 1km following in between. Following will be at the
same pace but you get a physical and mental rest while someone ‘drags’ you along.
In interval training, I call it “working tandem.” Be realistic, can you kill yourself on
every interval for 10 or more efforts? I find it easier and ultimately more beneficial to pair
up with a similar-paced-person and take the lead on every second interval and concede to
get carried on every other repetition. (As long as it’s not too slow.) For example, in a 10 x
1km set, it’s really hard for me to maintain 3:00 per interval. But if I take the pepper off
every second effort and run one a 3:00 then get carried to a 3:05/06, I can maintain high
quality for the entire session. You also learn about how to play around with your lactic
threshold and where your current physical limitations lay. Running out 10 good reps is
better than 4 barnstorming runs and tailing off in the latter stages of the session.

5. Race
Racing is where it’s all at! You aren’t a
runner until you race.

Just before the start of the Sydney Half Marathon in 2013. This race is a great hit-out and also
a great lead-up to Gold Coast Marathon.

Former world heavyweight champ George Foreman once said, “Young fighters forget
when they sign the big money contacts, they have to fight for it”. Ultimately, you must
produce the goods on the competition stage. If you’re training for the marathon or half
marathon you should get ready to race by having a practice race or two - over a shorter
distance - in the lead up.
For marathon preparation, a popular race here in Australia is the Gold Coast
Marathon held on the first Sunday in July. A beautifully timed lead-up event is the Sydney
Half Marathon which is held late in May. The six week gap allows a good space to really
peak for and run hard in the half, take an easy week to recover, before getting back into
your marathon training schedule.

Table 5.0
Incorporate a lead-up race like a half marathon (circled) in preparation for the marathon.
A range of four to eight weeks before the main event is best.
Gold Coast Marathon Preparation with Practice Race
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For half marathon preparation, the Sydney Running Festival Half Marathon held in
mid-September has the ideally timed City2Surf (14km) in early August as preparation.
Usually around a five week gap between these events ensures the perfect space for the
same process of racing hard, recovering and resuming your training schedule.
A good lead up race will break the monotony of training all the time and it give you a
chance to practice your race day routine (e.g. what to eat, what to wear, when to wake) and
helps you get used to the heightened pressure and excitement of racing conditions. The
reality of running is - you have to race - so you should practice racing.

6. Rest
I believe that rest is the most important part
of the program. Adding more work is not
always better.

The white boxes above represent the rest days for this training program of a recreational
marathon runner. Regardless of physical capability - when I write the program - I always
assign the rest day(s) before any ‘work’ days. A rested athlete is happy, a happy athlete is fast.

In the training week, you need to have something to look forward to. Rest provides this.
How good is it sleeping-in one day per week? I love that stuff. Even if it’s only once a week
a rest day is vital to keep your program going longer than two weeks. Too many runners
view training from the wrong perspective by asking, “What more can I get done?” This is
dangerous. A program need to be viewed through a qualitative lens rather than
quantitative.
“Recovery equals success. All training gains are made during the recovery
phase” - Renato Canova.
For example, an athlete who increases their training days from 5x a week to 6x a week,
only increases the workload by 20%. But their rest decreases by 50%. This is significant
and often overlooked.
If you rest more, you will be in better condition to tackle your workouts with the vigour
required. This in turn will lead to positive reinforcement through training improvement
and put your mind in a positive place to maintain the regime. Lack of rest leads to fatigue
and frustration and finally abandonment of belief and hanging up the spurs before the
starter’s gun has sounded. Get ready to work, get some lovely rest.
- End -

